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Opening Remarks
MIRIAM ADAMS

We have long been living in a throw-away society … one that
assumes we will eventually “toss it” since there are always
more where that came from. We purchase today and trash
tomorrow. “It’s no good. It’s old.” But times are changing.
And for the best, for sure.
There are cultures (not always ours: as Canadian poet Earl
Birney said, “It is by our lack of ghosts we are haunted”) that,
in order to learn from the failings and victories of the past,
look with respect to their elders as mentors.
People of cultures steeped in traditions that inform daily
life take pride in these customs. We see it in our own dance
community when we witness varied dance practices moving
old steps forward to meet contemporary times – robes of history still visible on horizons of the new.
In this light, last November DCD organized a pilot gathering of dance people working in archives, performance, choreographic reconstruction, research, writing and education in
an attempt to design a path for celebrating and making public
the seeds and blossoms of Canada’s dance heritage. Sitting
around the table at this two-day Dance Heritage Think Tank,
facilitated by Jane Marsland, were Peggy Baker, Stephanie
Ballard, Marc Boivin, Amy Bowring, Pamela Grundy, Eddie
Kastrau, Marie-Josée Lecours, Laurence Lemieux, Adrienne
Nevile, Kaija Pepper, Colleen Quigley, Sharon Vanderlinde
and myself. Throwing around ideas in inspired company like
this … well, yes, it was rousing indeed. We talked about artists whose work stands up to the many tests of time; about
the importance of creating “a movement” to advocate for the
recognition of our Canadian dance masterworks and the need
for the preservation of surrounding artifacts and documents
that can inject breath and life back into our, shall we dare say,
Canadian dance classics; the need to recognize and acknowledge that dance in Canada has a long and rich heritage, as
DCD has discovered over the years.

We must move now or soon it will be too late. We have lost
too much already. A famous Canadian choreographer once
said, “I don’t want my old works following me around” (at
a time when he was too young to realize how brilliant those
“old” works were/are/will continue to be) …
It has been said before so it’s okay to say it again – most
arts disciplines are self-recording: music has been notated
and recorded for posterity, it continues to be played by different interpreters; opera thrives through regular performance;
theatre works continue to be restaged; literature is forever
available through the printed word; the visual arts are present
by their very nature. Where are we dance folk in all of this?
Where are the Canadian dance classics?
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In the Archives
“… the rest of the story”
BY AMY BOWRING
When my brothers and I were growing
up, our dad used to play a radio show
for us each week called “The Rest of
the Story” hosted by the late American
radio broadcaster Paul Harvey. The
program always consisted of mysterious stories with an ending that revealed
all and usually involved some kind
of unexpected twist. One that stands
out in my memory was about a boy
who was abused by his stepmother
and was forced to wear a dress in
public as punishment. After five or so
minutes of storytelling, Harvey, with
his distinctive radio voice, revealed
all by saying, “And that boy’s name
was James Garner. And now
you know … the rest of the
story.” Sometimes, when sifting through artifacts at DCD,
I wish Paul Harvey were here
to help me discover “the rest
of the story”. Every now and
then I come across these eerie
coincidences – mysteries that I
just haven’t been able to solve.
In finalizing DCD’s library
list for our web site redesign,
I was adding books from the
Alison Sutcliffe Portfolio. I
came across a volume from 1901
titled The Badminton Library of
Sports and Pastimes: Dancing.
The book traces the history of dance
from antiquity to the end of the nineteenth century. Alison Sutcliffe must

Book inscribed to “Sarah and Amy”
(possibly Sternberg), 1901
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have bought or been given a used copy
because the book predates her birth
by eight years. I was amazed to discover an inscription in the book that
reads “To Sarah & Amy”. Is it possible
that this edition was first owned by
Toronto dance teachers Sarah and Amy
Sternberg? By 1901, when the book
was printed, the Sternbergs had been
living in Toronto for a decade where
Sarah had opened Miss Sternberg’s
Gymnasium of which, in 1895, Amy
became a full partner. Sarah married in
1910 and moved to British Columbia
leaving Amy in charge of a growing
school patronized by leading mem-

Thekla Bell Mundey and her husband Grant
Wiley on their wedding day, Toronto, 1931

Errington Portfolio. Errington began
teaching in London, Ontario, in 1917
and founded the London Ballet Company in 1939. She and her husband,
Richard Errington, founded the
London Civic Ballet Theatre in
1948. Among the numerous
newspaper clippings in this collection is a wedding announcement dated April 24, 1931 for a
Thekla Bell Mundey and her
groom, Grant Wiley. Mundey, a
Torontonian, was a student of
Amy Sternberg and performed
in many recitals and events
including Sternberg’s Fantastic
Extravaganza of 1915. But what
is the connection between Errington and Mundey? We estiThekla Bell Mundey, c. 1917
mate that Errington is about four
years older than Mundey.
There’s no evidence that Errington ever
bers of Toronto society. Amy died in
studied with Sternberg, but we do
1935. What happened to her belongknow she travelled to cities in the U.S.
ings? Did her books end up in a used
for training. We know little about
bookstore at which point one came into
Mundey other than her connection to
the possession of Alison Sutcliffe? In
Sternberg; it’s possible that she trav1935, Sutcliffe was at the height of her
elled to the same studios in the U.S. that
career in Toronto as a respected dancer,
Errington attended. Perhaps Errchoreographer and teacher heavily
ington’s connection is actually with the
involved in Hart House Theatre and
groom and the fact that he married a
the Toronto Conservatory of Music.
dancer is purely coincidence.
There is a Sternberg connection in
Hopefully one day I’ll be able to tell
another of DCD’s unsolved mysteries.
our readers “the rest of the story”.
This one comes up in the Marion
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Celebrates 35 Years
BY BRIDGET CAUTHERY

On September 25, 2008, the indefatigable Margie Gillis appeared before a
packed house assembled to witness the
opening of the newly endowed Fleck
Dance Theatre at Harbourfront Centre
in Toronto. Gillis was one of twentyfive artists invited to take part in From
the Horse’s Mouth, an improvisational
“happening” masterminded by New
York-based dance artists Tina Croll and
Jamie Cunningham. Entering the stage,
Gillis sits on a chair placed downstage
centre and begins to speak about her
history with the former Premiere Dance
Theatre. She describes how Premiere
Dance Theatre used to be “her home”
in Toronto but that, over the years,
curating strategies for the theatre have
changed. The situation obviously
troubles Gillis who is quick to affirm
for this Toronto crowd that she is still
very much “alive and kicking” but that
her well-attended performances are,
these days, most often happening elsewhere. Coupled with remembrances of
a past performance shared with her late
brother Christopher, Gillis’s soliloquy is
very moving. It’s as though we are witnessing the reluctant final appearance
of a golden age Hollywood screen goddess, yet nothing could be farther from

the truth. Gillis is, as she states, actively
choreographing, performing, touring
the world and seeking out opportunities that engage her restless creative
spirit.
In 2008, Gillis celebrated her thirtyfifth anniversary as a professional soloist. At the same time, her career and
her gift as a dancemaker and ambassador for the art form were recognized
through the Walter Carsen Prize for
Excellence in the Performing Arts. The
$50,000 prize recognizes the highest
level of artistic excellence and distinguished achievement by Canadian
artists. In a statement released by the
Canada Council, who administers the
prize, Gillis’s “passionate conviction
to dance” was acknowledged to have
touched audiences around the world …
Ms. Gillis has been revered by generations of dancers for her mastery of her
form; her choreography is characteristically brave, thoughtful, emotional,
intimate and elegant. She is an artist of
integrity and charisma who is committed to aesthetic expression and social
issues.
At fifty-six years of age, Gillis does
not appear to be either slowing down or
resting on past laurels. Her latest works,

Margie and Christopher Gillis, c. 1960
Photo: Gillis Family Collection

a stone’s poem, Fluid Stability, Voyages
and the group opus M.Body.7, especially
conceived to celebrate her thirty-fifth
anniversary season, are richer, more
diverse works, both contemplative and
bold. M.Body.7, in particular, is a departure. Gillis’s first group piece created
No. 67, Spring 2009
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Margie and Christopher Gillis in his work Luv’s Alpha Bete, 1989
Photo: Michael Slobodian

under the auspices of the Margie Gillis
Dance Foundation, features seven principal dancers including Gioconda Barbuto, Anik Bissonnette, Holly Bright,
Laurence Lemieux, Emily Molnar, Risa
Steinberg, as well as Gillis herself, set
to pieces by Chopin and Bach (as performed by Glenn Gould). The work
reflects, according to Gillis’s publicity,
“the struggle between the pressures and
obligations of society and the instinctual
desires of our individual natures”. At
the same time, the piece revisits Gillis’s
leitmotif – portraying different facets of
a singular female persona.
Gillis, a dancer, choreographer,
teacher and artistic director of her own
company, was born in Montreal, Quebec,
6
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in 1953. Her parents were both Olympic
skiers and she and her three siblings
inherited their parents’ athleticism: a
sister pursued freestyle skiing, a brother
became a professional hockey player,
and Margie, along with her brother
Christopher, became dancers. Gillis
started dance lessons at age three and
perceives that she consciously began to
cultivate a style of her own in her early
teens. Gillis’s first solo performance as a
professional took place in Vancouver in
1975. In 1979, she became the first western modern dancer and teacher to tour
to China after the Cultural Revolution.
In 1981, Gillis was appointed Canadian
Cultural Ambassador by then-Prime
Minister, Pierre Elliot Trudeau. The

same year she founded Margie Gillis
Dance Foundation to support her activities as a solo artist.
The particular style that Gillis cultivated for herself – while very much her
own – owes much to the modern dance
“pioneers” of the early twentieth century.
References to Gillis’s “skirt dancing”
and to her being the “Isadora Duncan of
the late 20th century” have occurred frequently throughout her career. Yet, in
response to a recent New York performance, veteran dance critic Deborah
Jowitt, in an article titled “An Older,
Wiser Margie Gillis Glows Anew,”
denies the comparison to Duncan.
“I can’t see it” she states in the March
2008 Village Voice article. “Gillis’ earlier
flower-child solos could evoke Duncan’s spontaneity and expressiveness,
but not her soft power. Gillis has
always projected inner tensions, a sense
of withholding even while giving”.
Despite Jowitt’s reservations, I maintain
that Gillis continues to channel the
Expressionist tendencies typical of the
early moderns – most notably Isadora
Duncan, Loie Fuller and Mary Wigman
– while maintaining overt connections
to a postmodern present.
From 1905 to 1925, Expressionism
eclipsed prevailing schools of thought
in the visual arts. In painting, Expressionism supplanted the subdued earth
tones of placid realism with a palette of
vividly luminescent colours, dynamic
compositions and imaginative abstractions. In theatre and literature, the shift
was equally dramatic where a strong
sense of intellectualism combined with
expansive gestures, graphic visions,
exuberant emotions, raw language and
forceful styles of verbal expression
resulted in a previously unexplored
breadth of intensity. In dance and
music, Expressionism evolved from
the juxtaposition of romanticism and
modernism. Through modernism’s
emphasis on the removal of unnecessary or obfuscating layers of technique
and artifice, the romantic notion of
emotional expression asserted itself
so as to transcend the personal. This
new emotional terrain that favoured
a depersonalization of subjectivity

Margie Gillis in her work How the Rosehips
Quiver, 1983
Photo: Jack Udashkin

gave rise to the universalizing goal of
Expressionist art. Developing alongside
the Expressionist movement in visual
art, Expressionist dance – and hence
“modern” dance – became a means of
communicating a common and inescapable reality through the immense power
of the human body and spirit.
Exemplified perhaps most notably by
Duncan in Europe and America, and by
Wigman as part of the intensely cultivated ausdrucktanz movement in
Germany, Expressionism became an
extremely influential paradigm in the
evolution of modern dance. The Expressionist quality of the early modern
dance movement combined elements of
romanticism, primitivism and mysticism in a modernist form. In the decade
following World War One, dancers and
choreographers were captivated with the
notion of creating art that was larger than
themselves and indicative of a universality of experience. As American dance
critic Marcia Siegel describes in an article
in Dance Research Journal on the sources
of Kurt Jooss’s ausdrucktanz masterpiece,
The Green Table, the goal of Expressionistic dance was to use emotion as “a
conduit to … universal feelings.” Ms.
Seigel continues, Expressionists thus
sought to “know and to dramatize their
connections with nature, with archaeological time, with mystery and magic,

and with other human beings living in
their own time and place”.
The early Expressionist dancers
eschewed performing with troupes and
worked outside the calculating reach of
impresarios, preferring to forge independent careers. Duncan, Fuller and
Ruth St. Denis sought recognition in
America and abroad as solo performers, choreographers and arbiters of their
own, unique work. Their relative autonomy was part of a new era that saw the
visibility of women in society raised
through the women’s movement of the
nineteenth century and the suffrage
movement of the early twentieth century. Duncan in particular was singled
out for what dance scholar Ann Daly
calls her “radical individualism”. Theorist Mark Franko argues that Duncan’s
career as a “self-producing female soloist” successfully “challenged the separation of public and private spheres
that immured women in the confines
of domesticity.” Susan Manning and
Melissa Benson in their article on the
modern dance movement in Germany
suggest that the early modern dancers
positioned themselves “at once choreographer, performer and manager”
where dance became “an intensely
personal expression of the self.” Perhaps more pragmatically, the trend,

Isadora Duncan

according to Terri Mester in Movement
and Modernism, allowed dancers such as
St. Denis to be regarded as “self-made.”
From the beginning, Gillis fashioned
herself as a soloist, preferring to choreograph and perform her own works.
Since 1973, Gillis has created more than
seventy solo pieces including signature
works such as Waltzing Matilda (1978),
Bloom (1989) and What the Wind Whispers
(2001). Adding to her extensive oeuvre,
Canadian choreographers Linda Rabin,

Margie Gillis in her work Willie, 1973
Photo: Jack Udashkin
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Holly Bright, Emily Molnar and Gioconda Barbuto in Gillis’s M.Body.7, 2008
Photo: Michael Slobodian

Paul-André Fortier, Stephanie Ballard
and Christopher Gillis (Margie’s
brother) and American choreographers
Pauline Koner, Irene Dowd and Martha
Clark have also created solo pieces for
Gillis. Gillis has worked with other choreographers in both duet and ensemble
pieces, most notably with Paul Taylor,
her brother Christopher of the Paul
Taylor Dance Company, and former
National Ballet of Canada artistic director James Kudelka. In 1998, filmmaker
Veronica Tennant produced and wrote
the award-winning, Margie Gillis: Wild
Hearts in Strange Times, featuring opera
singer Jessye Norman, which earned
Gillis a Gemini Award for Best Performance. It seems apt, then, that journalist
Elizabeth Zimmer, in a 2004 article for
The Village Voice on the choreographic
processes of solo artists, concludes that
8
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Gillis is “basically a loner”. Zimmer’s
statement seems analogous to Franko’s
iconic image of Duncan as the “lone figure on an empty stage dancing to music”.
Yet, in performance, Gillis’s work
is overflowing with an abundance of
emotion and presence – a spectacle of,
says journalist Paula Citron, “swirling,
passionate, stage-filled movement”.
This breadth of expression is derived
from physical impulses, images, feelings or ideas. Gillis explains that her
process depends upon being sensitized
to the
connection between thought, emotion, spirit and body. This is the
natural kinetic process whereby
our inner “landscape” translates
into electrical impulses that move
through our nervous system trans-

mitting the message to the muscles
and connective tissue as to how and
with what quality to move.

Gillis allows movement to evolve
organically – a concept that was likewise valued by her Expressionist forebears – whereby physical responses
take precedent without censorship or
conscious direction. Movements ebb
and flow, subtle and minute or expansive and chaotic, allegro or adagio,
staccato or legato. Gillis does not know
where her explorations will take her,
but simply opens herself up to their
potential. In the studio, Gillis creates a
movement score for herself, a process
she perceives as akin to “peeling back
layers of skin from an onion”. Her
movement stems from, as Kathryn
Greenaway comments in her entry on

Gillis for the Encyclopedia of Theatre
Dance in Canada, “inner visions being
made physical with searing honesty.”
Gillis’s creation process for a piece
can take many months or even years
since the possibilities for movement and
image integration mature and change as
she carries the ideas through time. For
many years Gillis invited former dancer
and choreographer Stephanie Ballard
to observe her in the studio. Ballard
was an integral part of Gillis’s early and
mid-career success acting as advisor,
company manager and choreographer
from 1983 to 1996 and accompanying Gillis on her relentless touring of
Canada, the United States, Europe and
Asia. In recent years Gillis has relied on
Daniel Jackson as her “artistic advisor”.
Active as a dancer, artistic director and
rehearsal director in Montreal since
1961, Jackson was identified by Zimmer
as one of the key “co-pilots” in modern
dance creation. “I started out coaching
her dance,” says Jackson, “and realized
I was making a huge mistake. I entered
a place of silence which enabled me to
become as much a creator as Margie is.
A good coach is also the dancer. Both of
us are the student, and both the teacher.
It has nothing to do with how I’m going
to make it better the next day. It’s about
the joy we share.” Gillis perceives that
Jackson’s presence in the studio helps
her to “go deeper”, to take greater risks
with her movement.
Aspects of occultism and mysticism
were also part of the Expressionist
movement and here too, similarities
exist between Gillis’s practice and those
of the early modern dancers. Gillis aligns
her practice with some of the tenets of
Sufism – a mystic tradition within Islam
based on the pursuit of a singular, spiritual truth. Gillis identifies with Sufism’s
search for one truth, its aspiration of
unity with God through the rejection of
one’s self, and its mystical tradition. In
particular, she appreciates Sufism’s focus
on beliefs attained through mystic practices where Truth or God is based on
the notion of divine love and she draws
parallels between her understanding of
the Sufi notion of divine love, and her
own experiences of performance.

Margie Gillis, 2007
Photo: Michael Slobodian

Though separated by nearly eight
decades, Wigman and Gillis share
notions of ecstasy or catharsis, transformation, faith in humanity, finite and
infinite, birth and rebirth, fateful regulation and inevitable conclusion, luminous and numinous, and the simultaneous division and unity of body and soul
or body and spirit. Wigman’s statement
that dance “is unity of expression and
function, physicality filled with light,
giving soul to form” complements
Gillis’s belief that it is the “spirit that
plays through the body” engendering
“this great love, this wholeness of experiential truth.” After her brother Christopher died tragically of AIDS, Gillis
found solace in the notion of renewal
through dance’s cathartic potential.

“[Dance] is a ritualized expression
of what our experience is as human
beings” she explains in a 1997 interview. “We all have sorrow, we all have
joy … It is the process of nature … the
miracle of life.”
After thirty-five years of dancemaking,
audiences continue to be spellbound by
Gillis’s performances, oftentimes noting
certain neo-Expressionist qualities to
which they are drawn. In her review for
the plant Yasmin Fudakowska-Gow
reports that Gillis’s dances “express
spirituality and the heart of the human
condition”. In 2000, Laura Bleiburg
writes in a review for The Orange County
Register titled “Letting her emotions
take over” that Gillis’s “gift for expression is sophisticated, so primal.” Aware
No. 67, Spring 2009
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of the parallels between Gillis and the
early modern dance she states:
her dancing recalls the melodramatic
honesty and commitment of modern
dance’s founders. Gillis’ dancing is
earthy, and she shows emotion
directly, not self-consciously. While
irony is the stock and trade of today’s
postmodernists, Gillis is all open
nakedness.

Through these reviews, Gillis can
be seen to exhibit “Duncanesque”
qualities, “claiming for the body,” as
American dance theorist Susan Foster
argues in her essay “Dancing Bodies,”
an “intrinsic freedom and merit [that
transports] those for whom she dance[s]
into an evanescent realm of feelingfilled forms.”

Margie Gillis in her work Mercy, 1977
Photo: Jack Udashkin
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There is an interesting and almost
delectable tension implicit in being
a postmodern Expressionist. Few
would disagree that there are dance
artists active today who continue to
redefine Expressionism – Germany’s
Pina Bausch has been described as a
neo-Expressionist artist and I would
suggest that Canada’s Susanna Hood, a
multidisciplinary artist who combines
movement with voice to create chilling,
psychological works, could be labelled
a post-Expressionist. However, Gillis’s
Expressionism has an element of anachronism – a quality that, while exceedingly polished and refined by years of
diligent craftsmanship, retains a degree
of quaintness. Her work appears to be
the antithesis of fragmented, postmodern minimalist, existential, multi-vocal,
multimedia dance theatre. Gillis’s mas-

tery of her art will continue to endear
her to fans and peers alike and maintain
her status as a national icon for years
to come. An entrepreneur in the field,
she will continue to captivate audiences
with her capacity to move them and to
bring her particular vision to the modern stage.

Bridget Cauthery is a writer and arts consultant based in Toronto. She completed her
doctorate in dance studies at the University of
Surrey, United Kingdom in 2007 and lectures
part-time in the Dance Department of York
University and in the Theatre Department of
Ryerson University. She is currently conducting
research towards a book project provisionally
titled Choreographing the North.

Esmeralda

Enrique
What is now
is what is
next
BY SEIKA BOYE

BY SEIKA BOYE

Esmeralda Enrique,
family backyard in
Texas, age 12

Flamenco has three components: the singing or cante, the
guitar or guitarra, and the dance or baile. The cante is crucial,
the guitarra follows its lead. Each can also be performed separately. The dance, however, is necessarily dependent upon
both. People often think of the dance needing only the guitar,
but the cante provides the cues for the dancer and for the
guitarist. The song carries the message, the rhythm, the tone.
And so, just last year Esmeralda Enrique, relaying a much
longed for wish list to the first administrator of her twentysix-year-old Toronto-based company and school, emphatically included a male or female flamenco singer, the cantaor(a).
“I’m tired of having to hear the singer in my head. It’s like
doing two jobs.”

Los Enriques
The Enriques
Enrique began dancing at the age of five with lessons from
her mother, Herminia Acosta Enrique (Mrs. Enrique). A love
of theatre and commitment to community activism propelled
Mrs. Enrique to convert the family’s San Antonio backyard

Esmeralda Enrique performing
Spanish Classical dance at Club
Hispano, Toronto, c. 1983

into a performance site. Before a backdrop of sheets hung
from the clothesline behind a platform stage, Esmeralda, her
ten brothers and sisters, her father Julio Martinez Enrique,
and other kids from the neighbourhood, performed in variety
shows choreographed and directed by her mother who was
not, herself, a dancer. Mrs. Enrique had a “joy for children
to learn through the arts” says Enrique. She directed her students through verbal description and by instructing them to
write out their roles. A San Antonio newspaper article from
1963 compares the Enriques to The Barrymores because of
their large theatrical family.
No. 67, Spring 2009
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and with $50 in her pocket travelled
to Madrid to study at Amor de Dios
(“Love of God”) and learn flamenco at
its source. Based in a then run-down
old building, the famous Amor de Dios
housed about thirty studios with classes
being held by flamenco’s best teachers. All of Enrique’s money was spent
on classes. When it ran out she would
return home. The plan was to stay for
one month, but a tide of events kept
Enrique dancing in Spain and Europe
for eleven years with only a single
return home.
While Amor de Dios was everything she imagined, nothing could
Esmeralda Enrique with her siblings, cousins and neighbourhood friends in a backyard production
have given Enrique a better education
staged by Mrs. Enrique
than when she landed work in one of
Madrid’s most popular and respected
tablaos, Los Canasteros. A night out
These first lessons were in Mexican folk dance. A fourth
for drinks led to dancing jobs for the sisters whose Hispanicgeneration American, Enrique is of Mexican and SpanAmerican looks made them passable for native Spaniards, or
ish decent. Her hometown of San Antonio, Texas, is often
gitano/a (nomadic Spanish flamenco peoples). Connections
referred to as Mexico’s northern most city, about 150 miles
made here resulted in an audition at Los Canasteros. Advised
north of the Mexican/American border. At the age of twelve,
by a friend’s agent, Esmeralda and Carmen were told to go
she was at a performance of classical Spanish dancing when
onstage, dance, and wait in the bar. Under no circumstances
she encountered flamenco for the first time. Taken by the
were they to speak a single word. Their American accents
passion of the dancer and her bata de cola (dress with a train),
would give them away and ruin their prospects. Once they
she and her older sister Carla were soon taking lessons with
had proven themselves as dancers, authenticity would
the dancer from that very performance, Yolanda Almanguer.
become secondary. The Enrique’s training and talent had
Within three years, the sisters were performing professionally
made them versatile assets.
at local tablaos, flamenco performance stages or cafés, often in
exchange for a meal. To her, the rapid transition into performing life was a normal one. She was used to dancing as part of
everyday activities. She recalls doing homework while waiting
to dance in the variety shows between movies at the local
Mexican cinemas. In the summers they performed almost
every night.
Word of mouth spread the news about the talented Enrique
sisters. Small stages in their hometown soon turned to higher
profile venues when they were invited into the individual
companies of Luisa Triana and José Greco. The lineage of both
these artists places them among some of the century’s greatest
flamenco dancers.

Amor de Dios
Love of God
In the early 1970s, while attending community college in
San Diego where her family had recently relocated, Enrique
received a call from her sister who was on tour with the Greco
Company. A group of dancers was going to Spain to study;
an apartment became available making an otherwise impossible trip affordable. Enrique left college to join the group,
12
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Luisa Triana

Esmeralda Enrique and Carla Enrique in Luisa Triana’s company

For an entire year, Enrique performed seven days a week,
two shows an evening. The experience was both gruelling and
gratifying. Catalina Fellay, a longtime member of Esmeralda
Enrique Spanish Dance Company and Ph.D. candidate at
York University, elaborates on the value of tablao experience.
She states bluntly that when you are in a situation where you
are expected to improvise, the audience will heckle if not
satisfied. “It was the training of a lifetime”, Enrique remarks,
“Tablao work is the best way to get rhythm, to know singing,
to know your own strengths and to develop your style. It is
better than company work where you are told what to do …
learning (in a tablao) is a process of osmosis, like learning a
language by listening to others speak.”

After Los Canasteros, Enrique found continuous work in
Madrid, Barcelona, Canary Islands and elsewhere. Regardless
of her progress as a performer, as an American she remained
a second-class citizen. Flamenco is deeply rooted in a tradition of cultural inheritance that carries with it protective
hierarchies and attitudes made manifest in different ways. On
one occasion, having finally been able to afford a shawl that
would give some variation to the look of her only costume – a
white dress that took her three hours to wash and press daily
–she returned to the dressing room to find the trim cut off.
She saw it later on the neck of one of the family members of
the tablao. This disregard and disrespect was another heartbreaking incident. Beyond the flamenco community, dancers
dealt with discrimination from society at large. Enrique recalls
being mistaken for a prostitute when she was accused of making an error in the way she ordered a tapa for lunch. She was
publicly humiliated by the woman serving her.
“Uno de cal, otra de arena” says Enrique, “one salty, one
sweet, one salty, one sweet.” She maintains today that you
need the rewarding and the difficult to make the experience
of life complete. After five years, however, Enrique became
homesick. Her sister Carla had married a guitar player and
moved to Mexico and she had not seen the rest of her family
even once. A plane ticket was too expensive. Tired and disenchanted Enrique returned home, took a job as a waitress and
stopped dancing. After a year, however, she knew she had to
return to Spain. She did just that, found work immediately
and continued for another six years. She took both tablao and
company work, appreciating the challenge of the tablao while
enjoying the camaraderie of a company.

Uno de cal, otra de arena
Taking the good with the bad
Los Canasteros was owned by famous flamenco singer Manolo
Caracol. The artists Enrique performed with brought weighted
expectations and little room for error. Young and still at an
early stage in her career, she learned difficult lessons. On
stage she looked to the more senior artists for direction on
how to approach different cantes and rhythms. During one
performance, a bulerias was called and Enrique was signalled
to begin. Bulerias is a dance that “occupies a special and
supreme position in the world of flamenco, constantly undergoing change and wide open to spontaneity.” This openness
refers to space for improvisation and for showcasing personal
style while staying within the confines of a quick twelve-beat
rhythm.
Without the example of a preceding dancer, Enrique was
lost and unable to meet the challenge before her. Management
came down hard, and the abuse was compounded by the
fact that she was a foreigner. This incident spurred Enrique
to take responsibility for learning the appropriate manner of
responding on stage and of truly understanding her art form.

Esmeralda Enrique and guitarist Chuscales performing Flamenco at Club
Hispano, Toronto, c. 1983
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Canada?
Canada
Esmeralda Enrique’s journey to Canada in June of 1981 was
an unexpected, last-minute decision. She came here instead
of going to Japan, where flamenco continues to be extremely
popular. She broke a contract to do so – something she had
never done before. For years an agent Enrique names only as
Domingo had been sending artists to Canada to perform at
Toronto’s Don Quijote, a flamenco club located at 300 College
Street where, at the time, the pay was better than in Spain. She
was never interested. Even when it was a friend inviting her
to perform in a new tablao, El Flamenco, that her boyfriend
was opening, Enrique was wary of the tales of cold weather
and the unknown. But with persao (persistence) and fine
paella, her friend was able to convince Enrique to immigrate.
Once again Enrique’s experience and training in flamenco,
classical Spanish and regional dances, and a regimented work
ethic, made her a much sought after performer. In the end, it
was a favour to a friend and a leap of faith that brought her.

Esmeralda Enrique and partner
at the tablao El Flamenco, Toronto, c. 1981
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El Flamenco was located west of Spadina on Bloor Street in
Toronto, above a Hungarian restaurant. On opening night,
Enrique peeked out through the curtains and saw a room full
of people. She noticed one gentleman – a man in a white shirt
and white pants, a stranger in a crowd mostly familiar to the
performers. He was Sal Principato, her future husband. He
came to the club every night for over a week and one evening
after the band sang happy birthday to Enrique, he invited her
for a glass of champagne. Three weeks later they were engaged,
in three months they were married and have been so for
twenty-seven years. Fate brought her to Canada, love kept her
here. The rest has been continuous hard work. It was only upon
coming to Canada that she knew flamenco would be her life’s
work – “I suddenly realized that I couldn’t do anything else”
laughs Enrique.
Eventually El Flamenco closed. Without the network she
was accustomed to in Spain Enrique had to ask herself, “How
will I make my way?” She had acquired some students and
was teaching out of a studio at Yonge and Eglinton that
she rented by the hour. Her best students became performers for shows she participated in around town. In 1982, the
Esmeralda Enrique Spanish Dance Company (EESDC) was
born. With increasing success, her Academy of Spanish
Dancing helped to support the company. The school’s location changed twice before settling, ten years ago, in its current
location at 401 Richmond Street.
When Enrique began her school and company, Paula
Moreno was the prominent flamenco artist in the city. Enrique
essentially worked in isolation and marks participation in
the fringe Festival of Independent Dance Artists in 1992, the
festival’s second year, as the time when she started to meet,
know and collaborate with other dance artists. By this time
she had received intermittent funding from the Ontario Arts
Council’s Culture Specific Program co-ordinated by Rina
Singha and Susan Cohen. When asked if she felt supported,
she plainly states, “Not necessarily.” Support came from
within. Her husband Sal and Nancy Cardwell (stage name
Paloma Cortés), company member of fifteen years, have been
invaluable supporters. Cardwell, a right arm to Enrique, has
helped determine the direction of the company over the years.
Catalina Fellay recalls doing data entry on occasion, everyone
helped with something. Five company members have been
with EESDC for eleven years or more; Nicolás Hernández, the
company’s musical director for over twelve years … they are
family. Enrique credits her own business sense and need to
balance the cheque book as an important part of the company’s
survival. She is also the company seamstress. Her mother
taught her how to sew.
Reviews of Enrique as a soloist at the Don Quijote club
in the mid-1980s and of her company throughout the 1990s
are always glowing. Kathleen L. Smith, 1985: “… numbers
are characterized by sinuous arm movements and beautiful
posture.” Paula Citron, 1995: “I love it when a show exceeds
my expectations and this just absolutely caught fire by the
end….” Deirdre Kelly, 1995: “With her undulating rhythms

with a live cantaor/a. Enrique herself
continues to dance, her solo a highlight
in her abstract choreographies. She is
captivating. Fellay explains that, “the
art form allows for longevity in the
performer. The dancing becomes more
expressive and less flashy, different
rhythmic cycles are chosen, ones that
are intended for the mature artist.” She
gives the example of the seguiriya, a
twelve-beat cycle that carries with it a
certain weight and moodiness. When
asked what she most enjoys watching
Enrique perform, Fellay laughs and
says, “She performs all of the forms so
well, but for me it’s the classical Spanish
dances, not many people know them
anymore.” Fellay continues, “Everything that I think about dancing is what
I have learned from her … It is hard to
believe that she is just one woman, one
woman whose influence is so great. It
wasn’t her mission to do what she has
done. It is her passion that has brought
her here.” A three-time Dora Mavor
Moore Award nominee, in December of 2008 Enrique was voted one of
Canada’s Ten Most Influential Hispanics from a pool of over 600 people.
Today, Enrique is enjoying the help
of a dedicated new part-time administrator, Jennifer Watkins. The company
has a busy performance schedule yearround at private, corporate and artistic
events. When asked what’s next, she
smiles a wise, beautiful smile and looks
around her office and the answer is
obvious. What is now is what is next for
Enrique. This philosophy has done her
well. With far more than two jobs going
on in her head, if she is indeed tired, it
doesn’t show.
Esmeralda Enrique performing at Don Quijote, Toronto, c. 1982

and her skillful articulation of percussive footwork, Enrique
invigorates the serpentine line of beauty that highlights this
ancient lifestyle.” Success and popular favour have only
spurred Enrique to work harder, learn more and live up to the
challenge of continuing to surpass her own reputation.
A central component of her annual season performances is
to bring guest singers, musicians and dancers both from Spain
and elsewhere. This gives her, her company members and
students the opportunity to enhance their training and to work

The author would like to thank Catalina Fellay, Ph.D. candidate,
York University, for her expertise and generosity.

Seika Boye is a freelance writer, editor, marketing/communications consultant and dance artist based in Toronto. She is the former Department
Editor of The Dance Current Magazine and has been affiliated with Dance
Collection Danse since 2004. She holds an MA in Dance from York
University (2006).
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Into the Heart of the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet:
Forty Years of One Night Stands
BY JESSICA HALL-CUMMINGS

Jean McKenzie, Arnold Spohr and Sheila Killough in Les Sylphides, c. 1952
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To begin, I feel it necessary to state
upfront that I don’t know anything
about dance. I have not studied the history of dance, in Canada, or elsewhere.
Likewise, I know nothing about dance
technique, or anything associated with
the athleticism of dance. Bearing this in
mind, it should come as no surprise that
I did not know anything about the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet (RWB) before the night
of November 1, 2008 when I was asked
to attend a screening of Patti Ross
Milne’s film 40 Years of One Night
Stands: The Story Of Canada’s Royal
Winnipeg Ballet, and to produce a reflection piece detailing my thoughts on the
film. I arrived with a notebook, a pen,
and a sense of dread knowing that no
one could be less suited to the task than
myself.
By the time five minutes had elapsed,
I had forgotten my notebook and pen.
I was totally engrossed in this “pioneer
tale” of how an outrageous whim sent
two genteel English ladies to Winnipeg
to start a ballet company and spun itself
into cultural gold. Halfway through the
film I realized to my utter astonishment
I was totally won over and having a
marvelous time … and so was everyone
else. And this meant that not only was
the film accessible to me, but it was also
enjoyable for the people who are part of
the dance community. It struck me that
this was something I could write about.
It cannot be underestimated how
difficult it is to create a film that can
appeal to people with a dance background as well as those for whom this
would be a first exposure to Canadian
dance. It takes a delicate storyteller to
pull it off, and Patti Ross Milne with
her editor Bob Lower and director/
editor Jeff McKay seem to have found
the perfect balance.
The film presents two distinct narratives. The first concerns a larger,
overarching exploration of the genesis
of professional dance in Canada. As the
film tells us, “From the geographical
centre of North America comes a documentary about a ballet company from
the middle of nowhere that changed the
face of dance forever.” This is a story
that culminates in the gold medal won

by Evelyn Hart and David Peregrine
dancing Norbert Vesak’s Belong pas de
deux in Varna, Bulgaria, in 1980. The
second narrative is humbler and more
personal. It is a “pioneer tale” of aspirations, hard work and shared purpose
composed of the voices of the extraordinary people who gave the company its
shape and vitality. It is also the heart of
the film and key to its success.
If I can return for a moment to the
astonishment I felt while watching the
film. It is worth pointing out that the
ability of a documentary to reach out
and grab the interest, and, ever more
importantly, sustain the interest of an
audience unfamiliar with the subject
matter, is a significant boon. This is
especially true when it comes to “artistic” subject matter. Art, with its often
lofty ideals and aspirations, can alienate
and ultimately bore an amateur audience. Patti Ross Milne stressed again
and again that she did not want to
make a boring film. “If I was bored,
and I know dance and love the company, then there was no hope for anyone else.”
Art’s value is, in part, established in
academic and intellectual arenas, and
the method of evaluation that is stored
in books and essays most people will
never read. Having said this, we can all
agree that an artistic background is not
a prerequisite for enjoyably interacting
with art. Everyone, regardless of their
education, can relate to art emotionally.
The connections we make between an
artistic experience and our own knowledge base creates powerful sentiments
that allow us to form a relationship
with a piece of art without needing to
understand the process in which it was
conceived or in which it was made.
Key to the pioneer tale narrative is
that it is designed to appeal to the audience’s feelings rather than their intellectual or educational backgrounds. This
appeal is largely achieved through the
use of testimonials. We are made to see
how important it was for those Prairie
dance pioneers to share their love of
dance with Canadians, which the film
underlines in the descriptions of the
hardships they suffered, including not

being paid for many years! And if anyone is confused as to why they should
have taken on so much hardship, one
has only to listen to the dancers speak
with great ardour about what performing these dances meant to them and
their audiences. In the end, I was able to
create a relationship with the material
because the dances showcased in the
film were discussed in terms the average
person could relate to. I had worried
about technical discussions of dance
choreography, or theory that would fly
over my head. Instead, the dancers
themselves spoke about the stories they
were trying to tell, and how it felt to
perform those stories through dance. In
effect, they showed me how the steps I
saw narrated a tale, enabling me to
assess the dances in my own terms.
This worked most effectively in the
perfectly edited sequence about Vesak’s
ballet The Ecstasy of Rita Joe. Hearing
Ana Maria de Gorriz (Rita Joe) speak of
her impassioned journey into the centre
of the character helped bring the deep
emotionality of her performance home
for me. The extraordinary feelings it
elicited were strengthened by an image
of a production in Australia that shows
de Gorriz taking a bow while a wildly
enthusiastic crowd fills the theatre with
ribbons, as a token of their appreciation.
The knowledge that other people had
also formed a strong response to the
piece made the performance resonate
even more powerfully with me.
This kind of pattern repeated itself
throughout the film and the sentiments that people recounted in their
interviews took me into the heart of the
RWB and revealed a story bigger than
dancing and bigger than the film itself. I
feel that something important has been
created here for Canadians: a chance to
better understand the true value of not
just our home-grown art, but the vitality with which we carve out our lives in
the “Great White North.”

Toronto-born Jessica Hall-Cummings recently
completed her B.A. in art history at McGill University, and is currently interning at a Toronto
PR firm. This is her first published article.

THE
ROYAL WINNIPEG
BALLET AT 70
In anticipation of the RWB’s upcoming
70th anniversary, the organization has
launched the 70 Stories for 70 Years
campaign. The RWB is encouraging the
general public to participate.
Canada’s Royal Winnipeg Ballet is asking alumni, subscribers, former and
current staff, dancers, students, the
Winnipeg community and beyond to
“tell us their story” about the RWB.
We’d like to hear a funny, interesting or touching story about an RWB
experience.
The goal is to accumulate 70 stories for
our 70 years of excellence in the performing arts. The RWB will use these
testimonials in newsletters, on the RWB
website and in other promotional materials throughout the anniversary year.
Please email stories to
anniversary@rwb.org
For more information, contact
Heather Saxton at (204) 957-3447

Now Available
on loan from Dance Collection Danse

Peggy Baker’s
Choreographer’s Trust
Year One DVDs
Featuring Brahms Waltzes
and In a Landscape
• for use by dance students & scholars
• for educational purposes only
Peggy says:

“I offer the solos on this series of DVDs
simply as a chance to climb inside a dance
and see where it takes you.”
For information contact:
amy@dcd.ca
(416) 365-3233
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In the second instalment of an extended essay on the life of Canadian international ballet star David Adams,
who died in October 2007, Michael Crabb examines the crucial role that Adams and his then wife,
Lois Smith, played in the early years of The National Ballet of Canada.

DAVID
ADAMS
His Dance
Through Life
PART 2
The Golden Era of
“Mr. and Mrs. Ballet”

BY MICHAEL CRABB

Lois Smith and David Adams in Swan Lake, 1953
Photo: Ken Bell
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hen “The Canadian National Ballet
Company,” as it was initially
styled, gave its inaugural performance at Toronto’s Eaton Auditorium
on the rainy Monday night of November
12, 1951, David Adams and his wife
Lois Smith – both Western Canadians,
paired in the “Peasant pas de deux” from
Giselle – were not complete strangers to
local audiences. Adams had appeared
at Toronto’s Royal Alexandra Theatre
during the second Canadian Ballet
Festival in 1949 as a member of the
Winnipeg Ballet. Lois Smith had made
her Toronto debut that same year, dancing in an American touring production
of the 1943 smash-hit Broadway musical,
Oklahoma!
Adams was next seen in Toronto in
June 1951 dancing the role of Franz –
expanded to include a solo for him – in
Celia Franca’s staging of Coppélia, Act II,
for a Promenade Symphony Concert.
The success of that event – a consciousness-raising enterprise on Franca’s part
as she prepared to launch a national
ballet company – led to a repeat
engagement that August in which Adams
and Smith danced together. The same
summer they were seen by far bigger
crowds, performing together in an
Adams-choreographed Rhapsody in Blue
ballet for the Canadian National Exhibition Grandstand show.
Foretastes though they were, none of
these appearances could have prepared
local dance lovers for what lay ahead –
the emergence of David Adams and
Lois Smith as Canada’s preeminent
ballet partnership. Though it did not
happen overnight.
When Celia Franca, recently arrived
from London, convinced Adams to
become part of her new company she
knew what she was getting. During
Adams’s two-year stay in Britain, 1946
to 1948, he had performed in Franca’s
early work, Khadra, at Sadler’s Wells
Theatre Ballet and later they danced
together in Victor Gsovsky’s The Dances
of Galanta with the Metropolitan Ballet.
When Franca came to Canada, Adams
was the only Canadian dancer she
knew. She had fully appraised his
technical abilities, dependability as a

David Adams and Lois Smith in a publicity shot
Photo courtesy of The National Ballet of Canada Archives

partner and strong, masculine stage
presence. She was also aware that
Adams had since begun to teach and
choreograph. Franca was convinced
that he would be an ideal leading man
for the National Ballet and, considering
his broad experience, a generally valuable asset.
For that first National Ballet season
Adams, apart from dancing, was given
the additional role of ballet master and
by January 1952 had restaged his piece
Ballet Composite, a neo-classical work
to Brahms’s Variations on a Theme by
Haydn, originally made in 1948 for his
alma mater, the Winnipeg Ballet. In
April 1952, he choreographed a new
work, Ballet Behind Us. At the start, as
Adams recalled, he was “very much
part of running the company.”
Despite their occasional differences,
Franca and Adams got along well.
Company charter member Lilian Jarvis
recalls: “Because of their previous relationship David didn’t have the awe and
fear of Celia that some us did.” “Celia
and I have always had an on-again-offagain relationship,” Adams explained a
year before his death in an interview
with ballerina-turned-filmmaker Veronica

Tennant. “Because we’d worked
together in the early days it made it a
bit touch-and-go from her perspective
… but she needed me.”
Adams, with his accomplished technique and exceptional partnering ability, was an inspiration for the National
Ballet’s men and a respected teacher.
“He showed us boys in the company how
to do it,” remembers veteran Canadian
choreographer Brian Macdonald,
another of the original company of
twenty-nine dancers. “He was very
generous with his secrets. He taught an
exhausting class, but I for one learned a
great deal from him. He was good on
placement, on the science behind doing
difficult things.” For his part, Adams
had quickly come to enjoy teaching as
an integral aspect of his career in dance.
Adams’s importance to the National
Ballet in its early years was obvious.
Less clear, at least from Franca’s perspective, was how Lois Smith would
turn out. Franca had effectively been
obliged to hire Adams’s young wife,
sight unseen. As he recounted, “I said
if you want me you must take Lois.”
All Franca knew was that Smith had a
strong background in musical theatre
No. 67, Spring 2009
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but none working in a classical ballet
company. It was Adams who was convinced that Smith had the makings of a
true ballerina. He made it his business
to see that she became one.
That said, Lois Smith was hardly
unpromising material when she arrived
in the company. Although she might
not have appeared so alongside her
lofty partner, Smith at 5 feet 4½ inches
was relatively tall for a ballerina of her
generation. She had, as Franca later
wrote, “beautiful legs and feet, natural
classical line, and zeal” – something
Macdonald describes as “a kind of
coltish quality.” The couple’s dancing colleagues from those early years
recall how Adams helped hone Smith’s
technique and instill her with an understanding of classical artistry. Says Macdonald: “I think it would be true to say
David was Lois’s mentor.”
“When she started,” Adams later
recounted, “Lois was not even doing
fouettés in Swan Lake. She was learning
as she went along. ‘I don’t want to be a
ballerina,’ she said. But I saw her classical potential.”
Penelope Winter, who joined the
National Ballet in 1956, perceived something of a “Svengali complex” in the
way Adams oversaw Smith’s artistic
development. “David had created Lois
and he insisted on making his own
rules around how they worked.” Winter,
now a Toronto-based psychotherapist,
believes this may have contributed to
the rift that emerged between Adams
and Franca during his later years with
the National Ballet. “David and Lois
weren’t really hers.”
Whatever its psychological dynamics,
within a few years David Adams and
Lois Smith had become the National
Ballet’s de facto star partnership. By the
company’s second season, Smith was
alternating with Franca the roles of
Giselle and Myrtha, Queen of the Wilis,
in a full staging of the Romantic classic.
Although, as with every great dancer,
Smith had technical challenges that she
fought to surmount throughout her
career, she became, indisputably, a true
prima ballerina – the company’s first.
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Lois Smith and David Adams in Anthony Tudor’s Lilac Garden, 1953
Photo: John Lindquist, courtesy of The National Ballet of Canada Archives

Franca assessed it this way in a memoir she wrote for the 1978 book, The
National Ballet of Canada: A Celebration.
“David was an excellent partner for
her: Lois, though on the tall side, had
a delicate, fragile appearance; David
was built like a football player, and his
muscular physique showed off Lois’
femininity to advantage.” This fruitful
contrast had been evident from the start
but was more fully and subtly revealed

in the company’s second season when
the celebrated English choreographer
Antony Tudor, with whom Franca had
worked in London, gave her permission
to stage his 1936 masterwork, Jardin
aux lilas, the first of six Tudor ballets to
be added to the company’s repertoire
under Franca’s directorship.
Franca’s timing was apt. Tudor, who
by then was long settled in the United
States, had recently revived Lilac Garden

for the New York City Ballet. Franca
had been able to observe the process
and refresh her memory of the work.
Smith and Adams, the dancers she
chose for the lead couple – Caroline, the
Bride-to-Be, and Her Lover – proved
ideal. “Lois Smith as Caroline,” Franca
wrote, “came nearer in quality to the
original – the sensitive and delicate
Maude Lloyd – than any other dancer
I have seen; and David Adams as Her
Lover was strong and blessed with
good timing.”
Tudor was a notoriously prickly
man, but when Adams and Smith were
able to study their roles with him in
person, the three hit it off immediately.
Adams remembered Tudor saying,
“I can’t decide which of the two of you
I love the most.” The happy relationship extended beyond the studio. When
the three went out to eat together,
Tudor entertained his younger Canadian friends with his wicked sense of
humour, even with the occasional dirty
joke. “We brought out that social side of
him,” said Adams.
Although Adams, a veritable company workhorse, was called upon to
partner many of its leading women –
Franca, Jarvis, Irene Apinee, Angela
Leigh and others – the unique chemistry that enlivened his partnership with
Smith captured the public’s imagination
and enthusiasm. “They were very well
matched,” says Macdonald. That they
were also husband and wife, in the public’s view and that of the media, unquestionably added another dimension
to their appeal. They became “Mr. and
Mrs. Ballet.”
Despite this public interest, Adams
and Smith did their best to retain their
privacy. Smith had a natural reserve, a
shyness that could be misinterpreted as
coldness. Even some company members, those beyond their chosen circle
of friends, found the couple distant and
aloof. “David,” remembers Lilian Jarvis,
“had an aura of grandeur.”
Adams’s married state, however,
did not grant him immunity from the
yearnings of other women, adolescent
or otherwise. Lorna Geddes, today

a beloved National Ballet of Canada
principal character artist, joined the
company in 1959. She remembers as
a student pinning up photos of David
Adams in her Bloor Collegiate locker.
It’s unlikely she was the only one. “He
was this wonderful hunk of a man; so
good looking. David had a macho quality,” Geddes remembers. “It was a good
image for male dancers at the time.”

D

avid Adams’s dedication to the
National Ballet in its fledgling years
was unquestionable. In March 1953,
Mrs. F.J. Mulqueen, one of the “three
ladies” who had helped launch the
company, wrote to Adams on behalf
of the board of directors. “It is difficult for us to adequately express our
appreciation for all you have done this
year to make the Season of the Ballet
Company such a success.” As a token of
that appreciation, Mulqueen enclosed
a cheque for $100, more than $800 in
today’s money.
Even so, Adams did not allow the
company to consume him. In any case,

seasons tended to be short, at most
seven months – often fewer. There
was a pressing need to fill the vacant
months. In his first summer layoff
Adams concocted a make-work project
with Boris Volkoff, the fiery Russianborn teacher whose own ambitions to
lead a professional Canadian ballet
company had been supplanted by
Franca’s.
In July 1952, he and Volkoff, styling themselves co-artistic directors,
launched a pick-up company – mostly
National Ballet dancers – called Toronto
Theatre Ballet, formed, as they wrote,
“to meet the demands of communities
with limited stage facilities who want
ballet presentations of the highest quality.” The company appeared in a Promenade Symphony Concert that summer.
Adams staged excerpts from Swan Lake,
and choreographed a Harlequinade to
Drigo and a pas de deux, Masquerade
Suite, to Khachaturian, a remounting
of a work he’d made for the Winnipeg
Ballet the previous year. Volkoff choreographed the remainder of the pro-

Lois Smith and David Adams in rehearsal for Giselle, “L’Heure du Concert” television show for
Radio Canada, Montreal, 1952
Photo: Henri Paul
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Lois Smith and David Adams in his Pas de Deux
Romantique, 1960
Photo: Ken Bell, courtesy of The National Ballet
of Canada Archives

gram. They managed to stage the show
again at Arena Gardens in Midland,
Ontario, but that was as far as Toronto
Theatre Ballet ever got. Teaching was a
more reliable source of supplementary
income, as was television work.
Even as a child, growing up in Winnipeg, Adams had a great interest in
film. Early visits to the movies in the
mid-1930s had turned him into a Fred
Astaire fan. Adams later attributed
his decision to become a dancer to the
inspiration of Astaire’s incomparable
and immaculate artistry. But Adams
also wanted to get behind the lens.
“Early on I became interested in film
as a medium.” In Toronto Adams
acquired an 8mm Kodak cine camera.
Later he graduated to a 16mm Bolex,
a CBC cast-off. Adams’s goal, he later
told Veronica Tennant, was to create
a film record of the National Ballet’s
repertoire, “little by little.” The results
of Adams’s cinematography, now in the
National Archives, became indispensible to Tennant when she was making
her 2006 documentary, Celia Franca:
Tour de Force.
Once CBC Television was established
in September 1952, the National Ballet,
mostly in collaboration with director
Norman Campbell, soon began appearing on the small screen. The magic of
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Adams and Smith’s special partnership reached audiences that hitherto
had never seen ballet. The exposure
only served to reinforce their growing
celebrity.
“We were non-stop on the tube,”
Adams recalled. “It helped make us
famous.” But it was not just in National
Ballet television appearances. In the
early days of Canadian television,
when variety shows were very popular,
Adams and Smith were often hired for
the dance sequences. As early as 1954
they were regularly featured in CBC’s
A Date with Frosia, a show built around
the talent of then popular singing star
Frosia Gregory and her Enchanted
Strings. For most of those independent
television appearances, Adams provided the choreography.
Assessments of David Adams’s choreography, apart from his restagings of
the classics, vary widely. Dancing was
his most apparent gift and its demands
were great. If, however, the call of choreography had been more insistent,
Adams could have chosen to pursue
it more single-mindedly, even at the
expense of his dancing. He did not.
Grant Strate, also a National Ballet
charter member and its first resident
choreographer, believes Adams had a
limited ability – could it have been limited motivation? – to evolve a vocabulary of his own but concedes that he
“could put together all the classical
steps.” It is an observation to which
Adams might have taken exception
since he certainly saw himself more as a
choreographer in search of a contemporary style of ballet, as some of his later
works attest.
Adams was a man of wide-ranging
interests and seemingly – considering
his younger brother Lawrence’s similarly insatiable quest for knowledge –
congenital curiosity. David Adams read
voraciously and loved music. He
delighted in making things, whether it
was furniture or hi-fi equipment. Perhaps
choreography was also something he
liked making from time to time, whereas
performing was an unrelenting Siren.
In the twelve-year span of his
National Ballet career, David Adams

choreographed six new works for the
company, some slight, others more
ambitious. He was one of a number
of Canadian choreographers to whom
Franca gave opportunities in the hope
of discovering a home-grown talent. As
James Neufeld observes in his 1996 history of the National Ballet, Power to Rise,
Adams’s contributions were “enough
to be noticed, but not enough to make a
real mark as a choreographer.”
The first, Ballet Behind Us, which
quickly followed his remounting of
Ballet Composite in 1952, was a retrospective of ballet’s evolution, with
music appropriately selected to accompany each historic style. In Adams’s
scenario, a teacher gives her pupil a
book, a history of ballet. The people
she reads about then come to life in
her imagination – from Camargo and
Noverre, through Isadora Duncan
to the flapper age. “It was intended
to be a humorous ballet,” says Brian
Macdonald, who wore a red wig for a
nineteenth-century-style divertissement
with Oldyna Dynowska. “It was easy to
learn and not difficult to do.”
It was four years before Adams choreographed his next ballet, the comic
1956 narrative work Pas de Chance, set to
Tchaikovsky music. “Angela Leigh was

Poster for Toronto Theatre Ballet featuring
David Adams and Lois Smith, 1952

David Adams in his Barbara Allen, 1960
Photo: Ken Bell, courtesy of The National Ballet of Canada Archives

incredible in it,” Adams recalled. “We
performed it all over the place.”
In the 1959/60 season, however,
Adams choreographed three works: the
gently poignant The Littlest One with a
score by Canadian composer John Beckwith; Pas de Six – Tchaikovsky again,
the Act I pas de trois music from Swan
Lake; and later a polished showcase for
himself and Smith, Pas de Deux Romantique, to music of Chopin, orchestrated
by the company’s music director,
George Crum.
The Littlest One was ambitious in concept, an exploration of child psychology
that offered the perspectives of both its
diminutive “little monkey” heroine and
that of her family. Franca programmed it
sporadically and judiciously in mixed
programs when the National Ballet
toured Ontario, Quebec and the United
States that season, but did not include it

in the company’s month-long Toronto
appearance, although she did revive
Adams’s Pas de Chance.
Pas de Deux Romantique was very
much Adams and Smith’s personal
vehicle and an audience favourite. Only
they danced it. Smith herself remembered the way Adams deployed a new
freedom in her movement that she
attributed to the guidance of renowned
British teacher, Audrey de Vos.
Barbara Allen, Adams’s last work for
the company, was arguably the one into
which he poured the most thought. In
December 1953, the National Ballet had
premiered a narrative work, Dark of the
Moon, choreographed by Joey Harris to
a commissioned score by Louis Applebaum. Kay Ambrose’s innovative backdrop included slashes through which
the dancers could pass.
Harris’s title, in accord with his

inspiration, was that of a controversial
1942 American play by William Berney
and Howard Richardson that extrapolated and elaborated thematic elements
of the old folk song, The Ballad of Barbara
Allen. The ballet’s title was changed to
Barbara Allen in 1955 to avoid possible
accusations of copyright infringement.
The ballet, much like the play, focussed
on the plight of a woman in a closeminded mountain community, desired
by a preacher but in love with a strange
witch boy.
Harris’s ballet was eventually
dropped from the repertoire but Adams
liked Applebaum’s music. His research
into the many versions of the Barbara
Allen folk legend revealed that none
contained witch boys or supernatural
beings. He therefore conceived a ballet closer to the folk ballad, grounded
in the real world and focussed on the
theme of religious hypocrisy. He asked
Franca if he could attempt a version of
his own and she agreed. Applebaum
revised his score to accommodate
Adams’s scenario and the ballet was
given its premiere in the fall of 1960.
Adams’s Barbara Allen had an even
shorter life than Harris’s earlier version, but Franca must have valued it.
When she was consulted about the
programming for a National Ballet
thirty-fifth anniversary gala Franca, by
then retired, included an excerpt from
Barbara Allen.

T

he conclusion of David Adams’s
career with the National Ballet in
1963 – and thus of his legendary
partnership with Lois Smith – was
unplanned and abrupt. In the summer of 1961, Adams took what he later
described as a “working holiday” in
London, “with no idea of staying.” The
Kirov was performing in the British
capital. Adams was as eager to see the
company perform as he was to enjoy
the stimulus of taking class with some
of the city’s renowned teachers, notably
Hungarian-born Maria Fay, who had
settled in London five years earlier.
Much had changed in the city since
Adams’s sojourn there in the years after
World War II. It was no longer the
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made headlines across Canada, with
the implication that he was leaving the
National Ballet for good. However, as
Adams explained to then London-based
critic Clive Barnes, his long-term plans
were not so determined. “Let’s get this
quite straight,” he told Barnes. “I’m not
quitting Canada. I’m not quitting Canadian ballet. I’ve just taken a year out
to work abroad … This is something I
had to do to develop, and Lois supports
me in every way.” Even so, the foundation of Adams’s artistic frustration was
apparent:
This is not a question of loyalty, but
the basic professional need to work
with different people and do new
ballets; a need to find stimulus from
fresh, and, yes, tougher competition … The company [National Ballet] has not had an outside stimulus
since Antony Tudor worked with it
six years ago. In conditions like that
it’s tempting for a dancer to feel complacent, and there is little incentive
towards development.
David Adams and Lois Smith on a train, 1954/55 season
Photo: United Press News Pictures, Chicago

grim, grey, buttoned-up London of
bombed-out ruins and ration books.
Prosperity was returning. British Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan had
famously declared that “most of our
people have never had it so good.” Pop
stars such as Adam Faith and Cliff
Richard were well established. The
Beatles and The Rolling Stones were
about to explode onto the scene. The era
of “Swinging London” had begun.
Since his first visit to Britain, a new
ballet company had also emerged that,
while decidedly the poor cousin of the
celebrated Royal Ballet, had nevertheless established itself as a successful,
London-based touring troupe with
an emphatically populist image. The
company, known since 1989 as English National Ballet, began life in 1950
as Festival Ballet, its name inspired
in anticipation of the following year’s
Festival of Britain. Alicia Markova
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and Anton Dolin, with the backing of
Polish-born impresario Julian Braunsweg, conceived a company that would
feature glittering stars, offer accessible
repertoire and tour as widely as possible. Although the company’s development was often threatened by financial
disaster and managerial ructions,
London’s Festival Ballet (LFB) – as it
was known when Adams travelled to
the city in 1961 – had won itself a loyal
audience and respected place in the
international dance scene.
That summer, however, LFB was
going through one of its down swings.
Dolin had quit. So too, temporarily at
least, had its leading male dancer, the
mercurial John Gilpin. Whether Adams
saw an opportunity and approached
the company, or LFB courted him, is
uncertain. Either way, by the end of
that July the news that Adams had
signed a one-year contract with LFB

There was more to it than Adams
was willing to tell, more perhaps than
he then fully comprehended. In retrospect his departure from the National
Ballet may be seen as a protracted process of accumulated frustration and disengagement, both professional and personal. It was not merely the National
Ballet he was leaving. It was also his wife.
… to be continued

Toronto-based Michael Crabb has been writing
about dance for more that thirty-five years. He
currently reviews dance for The National Post
and the CBC Radio program, Here and Now. In
2002, Dance Collection Danse published his
latest book, An Instinct for Success: Arnold Spohr
and the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

DCD thanks Sharon Vanderlinde and
Adrienne Nevile of The National Ballet of
Canada for the contribution of photographs.

Photo: Chris Randle

CRYSTAL
PITE

CHOREOGRAPHER

THE VERY FIRST TIME I INTERVIEWED
CRYSTAL PITE, IN FEBRUARY 1996,
she let out a small scream at my opening question. I had asked how she felt
as one of the few female choreographers working in ballet. After apologizing for her outburst, the then-twentyfive-year-old recalled being invited to
speak at a lecture/demo; she thought it
was to talk about Moving Day, her new
work for Ballet British Columbia. “It
turned out the talk was about female
choreographers, and I had no idea – I
wanted to talk about my piece! To tell
the truth, the question has been asked
of me more than any other.”
I didn’t ask the question when we
got together recently, but when Dance
Magazine put it to her last May, Pite
replied she was “really hoping that
the time is past when we have to use
the word ‘woman’ as an adjective
when we speak about any art form.”
Maybe, but visit the Nederlands
Dans Theater (NDT) website, click
on “Choreographers” and scan the
twenty-five headshots that appear

BY KAIJA PEPPER

Dancers of Nederlands Dans Theater in Crystal Pite’s The Second Person
Photo: Joris-Jan Bos Photography
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and you’ll discover only three women:
Pite, Lesley Telford (like Pite, from
Canada’s west coast) and Sol Léon
(part of a choreographic duo with Paul
Lightfoot). Among the twenty-two
men are Mats Ek, William Forsythe,
Jirí Kylián, Wayne McGregor, Ohad
Naharin and Hans van Manen.
It’s an impressive group of (mostly)
men and a prestigious company, with
whom Pite currently occupies the position of associate choreographer. When
NDT artistic director Anders Hellström
(who succeeded Kylián in 2004)
announced her appointment in April
2008, the tone was proudly proprietorial: “For the next four seasons [Pite]
will create exclusively for this dance
company within Europe.” The press
release continued: “As the young
Canadian is known for being a promising and innovative dance maker, she is
a most welcome guest choreographer
everywhere in the world”, describing
her work as typically combining
“worked-out choreographies and
improvisation with inventiveness,
humour and a sense of theatricality.”

Crystal Pite in Serge Bennathan’s In and Around Kozla Street for Ballet BC, 1994
Photo: David Cooper

Later, in a preview promoting Frontier,
the first work Pite made in her new
role, Hellström called Pite “part of our
artistic family”. Just how did this thirtyeight-year-old west coast woman come
to join such a distinguished European
company’s “artistic family”?
Terrace, BC-born Pite premiered her
first piece, Bug Dance, at age thirteen at
the 1983 Greater Victoria Music Festival. One of her early teachers, Maureen
Eastick, describes the solo as abstract
and contemporary, adding: “Crystal
had her own way of moving even then.”
Eastick teaches at Pacific Dance Centre
in Victoria where Pite began training
at age four; on Saturday afternoons,
her ballet class would get together and
choreograph small works. Pite recalls:

Crystal Pite, Pacific Dance Centre,
Victoria, BC, c. 1981
Photo: Dorothy Hagert
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Maureen gave us a lot of freedom to
do what we wanted. Some days we
would just be making our own poses
or shapes; some days she would say,
“Make a shape that’s angular and
sort of angry, and then make a shape

that’s softer and more melancholy.”
I think it was her first foray into that
kind of teaching so she was improvising as well.

Pite, like her classmates, mostly
wanted to learn how to dance, and
she expected to begin choreographing
only after retiring as a dancer. At age
seventeen, in 1988, Pite became one of
fourteen company dancers at the twoyear-old Ballet British Columbia and
then – less than two years later during
the company’s inaugural choreographic
workshop, set up by Patricia Neary –
she created Between the Bliss and Me.
When Barry Ingham succeeded Neary,
he saw a video of the pas de deux and
took it into the repertoire, where it was
part of a twenty-four-city U.S. tour in
1991. Also on the bill was John Cranko’s
Brouillards and the Balcony Scene from
Romeo and Juliet, and excerpts from William Forsythe’s In the middle, somewhat
elevated. Mark Godden, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet’s resident choreographer,

contributed Rapsodie espagnole. Heady
company for a twenty-one-year-old
neophyte choreographer.
It’s not as if Pite wasn’t busy enough
dancing works in the Ballet BC repertoire by celebrated Canadians Brian
Macdonald and James Kudelka, and
by Russian-American master George
Balanchine. In and Around Kozla Street by
Serge Bennathan (soon to become artistic director of Toronto’s Dancemakers)
featured Pite and her life partner, Jay
Gower Taylor, in a memorable duet with
a long spinning embrace at its centre.
Pite also gave a stellar performance in
Architecture of the Poor by modern dance
artist David Earle, who left a strong
impression on the then-emerging choreographer. Pite told me in 1996:
I love David Earle’s choreography
for starters, but I also like the way
he works, his manner in the studio,
his treatment of people, of dancers.
I would like to emulate him in my
dealings with others. He’s a very
honest person, with a large respect
for dance and dancers.

Other roles she performed were created in choreography by Christopher

Ballet BC dancers John Ottmann, Leigh Ann Cohen, Anne Dryburgh, Bernard Sauvé, Lorraine
Chapman, Kirk Hansen, John Kellner, Crystal Pite, Gwen Obrecht, Jackson McKee in Variations on A
Nursery Song by László Seregi
Photo: David Cooper

House and, of course, John Alleyne,
Ballet BC’s artistic director since 1992.
Pite danced in Alleyne’s The Archeology
of Karl… A Romantic Adventure (1993), in
which, according to a program note, the
“work process in the studio began with

Alexandra Damiani, Genevieve Boucher, Danielle Denichaud, Francine Liboiron, Loudes Lopez in
Crystal Pite’s Short Works: 24 for BJM Danse, c. 2002
Photo: Chris Randle

the choreographer taking the dancers
through an archeological exploration of
Beethoven – the man and his music”. In
Alleyne’s The Don Juan Variations (1995),
co-created with theatre director Roy
Surette, Pite played a female Don Juan
in one scene.
Like his predecessors at Ballet BC,
Alleyne was supportive of Pite’s choreographic ambition. Pite also said in that
1996 interview: “John has been really
sympathetic as far as letting me take off
for a day or two to see a piece I’ve done
somewhere else. He’s been giving me a
lot of freedom.” Freedom that the emerging choreographer clearly needed; by
then, Pite had already received the Clifford E. Lee Choreography Award from
the Banff Centre for the Arts, where she
created Quest, an ensemble work about
chivalry and romantic love that was
later added to the repertoire of Alberta
Ballet. She had also created Reflections
on Billie, Shapes of a Passing and Two
Dances for Jane for Toronto-based Ballet
Jörgen, In a Time of Darkness for Alberta
Ballet and Pendulum for Les Ballets Jazz
de Montréal (now BJM Danse).
Alleyne supported Pite further by
arranging her first commission for Ballet
No. 67, Spring 2009
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Dancers of the Cullberg Ballet in Crystal Pite’s Matter of a Maker, 2008
Photo: Håkan Larsson

BC. Moving Day, a domestic ballet that
premiered in 1996, has one dancer
costumed in a housecoat, with cold
cream covering her face, and includes
an ensemble pushing small white cloths
around on the floor, which they later
meticulously fold. Pite also danced in it.
“I enjoyed being one of the dancers in
the background, rolling on the floor,
and I enjoyed being one of the bridesmaids, wearing a wacky dress on stage
with everyone,” she said. At the very
end, however, Pite was alone, dashing
earnestly back and forth on the large
Queen Elizabeth Theatre stage, twisting
her torso here and flinging a leg up
there, until she finally settled into running in a large, calm circle, arms
stretched wide.
It was Pite’s farewell appearance with
Ballet BC; she’d landed a job dancing in
Germany with Ballett Frankfurt and her
own moving day was looming. Pite had
met Ballett Frankfurt’s renowned artistic director, William Forsythe, when he
worked with Ballet BC in 1990 on his
piece In the middle, somewhat elevated.
Just before her departure for Germany,
Pite recalled that experience:
We were terrified, but Billy was wonderful, really sweet. Then a couple
of years later Ballet BC did his Vile
Parody of Address. Michael Schumacher, who was a dancer with Ballett Frankfurt at the time, came out
to work with us. I’ll never forget the
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experience; it totally changed me. I
was so excited to get up in the morning and go to the studio.

With Schumacher’s encouragement,
Pite mustered the courage to audition
in Frankfurt. Less than a year later,
Forsythe called to say he had a spot for
her, and a whole world of international
possibilities began to open up.
For the first few years (she was there
five altogether), Pite was busy surviving
as a dancer in a new and challenging
environment, exploring the daringly
distorted ballet-based Forsythe repertory in worldwide performances of
Eidos: Telos, The Loss of Small Detail and
In the middle, somewhat elevated, a sexy
ballet that remained one of her favourites.
“There’s this crashing movement that is
right in sync with the music – a big kick
equals a big crash – which as a dancer I
found incredibly satisfying,” she says.
A highlight was being part of Forsythe’s
creative process, starting with the fulllength Sleeper’s Guts, which Forsythe
credited as a collaboration with the
ensemble. Always, the choices Forsythe
made, and his openness to everything
and everyone he felt he could learn
from, were fascinating. In a Dance International feature in 2004, Pite recalled:
“I would watch how he translated what
he was learning and experiencing –
whether it was a mathematical concept
or a scientific discovery – into his choreographic work.”

Then Ballet Jörgen asked for another
piece and Pite made Hopping the Twig in
the summer of 1998. Forsythe saw it on
video and soon after, he, too, gave her
an opportunity to choreograph. In 2000,
Pite premiered a half-hour work for
nine Ballett Frankfurt dancers, Excerpts
from a Future Work, which she describes
as being exactly what the title implies,
“excerpts from a future work I planned
to make, which later did in fact become
a solo, Decembring.” It was Excerpts from
a Future Work that brought Pite to the
attention of Anders Hellström, soon to
head Nederlands Dans Theater.
Ballett Frankfurt also flew Vancouver
modern dancer Cori Caulfield to Frankfurt to work with Pite in 2001. A thirtyminute duet, Tales: New and Abridged,
resulted, inspired by American essayist
Annie Dillard’s book, The Writing Life.
Pite choreographed, danced and
designed the set and props, including
fifty “weeble-wobble” soldiers made
with concrete bottoms and polyurethane foam on top.
Ballett Frankfurt gave her a present
of the soldiers when Pite returned to
Canada, where, by 2002, she launched
her own, Vancouver-based company,
Kidd Pivot. In Dance International, Pite
explained the company name:
“I chose the word pivot … because
it’s a type of movement. I liked the
skill and the precision it suggests,

Greta Hodgkinson and Aleksandar Antonijevic
of The National Ballet of Canada in Crystal
Pite’s Emergence, 2009
Photo: Cylla von Tiedemann

and that it changes your direction and
your point of view.” To balance that,
she wanted something “more reckless,” and came up with Kidd, suggesting “the outlaw and the pirate.”
They sound good together, too: “I
liked the internal rhyme between
‘kidd’ and ‘pivot.’”

Kidd Pivot is a pick-up group, forming for each project and dissolving
afterwards. Pite admits she misses the
“camaraderie and daily checking in with
everybody” that happens at a full-time
company, explaining: “I love to be part
of a tribe.” The continuity she enjoys
through her association with Nederlands Danse Theater helps, as did an
earlier choreographic residency at BJM
Danse. Pite told me at the time, when
she was hard at work in Montreal, “It’s
very nice to have the company environment, and a lot of the dancers I worked
with when I made Pendulum in 1995 are
still here, so I know some of them well.
They are really versatile movers, and
open-minded. I’m so moved by their
commitment and hard work … I really
love the company.”
Pite often expresses such admiration
and respect for her dancers. In an essay
she wrote when Sweden’s Cullberg
Ballet premiered her Matter of a Maker
in 2008, Pite went even further, confessing: “I need to fall in love with the
performers, to hang onto them like I’m
drowning sometimes.” When we spoke
in March 2006 during rehearsals for
Lost Action, a Kidd Pivot work for seven
dancers (including Pite) that won the
$60,000 Alcan Performing Arts Award,
Pite said: “It’s been incredible – and
I’m not using that word lightly – this
constellation of performers. We’re all
discovering so much from each other….
There’s no excuse for me to make a bad
show with these people.” She didn’t.
The gripping work about conflict and
war recently celebrated its sixty-fourth
performance, in Toronto, at the end of
an international tour.
In the Cullberg Ballet essay, Pite also
declared: “I have to create with a sense
of urgency, of necessity. It has to be
high-stakes for me.” Balancing such

drive is Pite’s practicality and optimism,
even when facing the uncertainty preceding most artistic creations. When we
spoke last December, for instance, Pite
had a high-profile National Ballet of
Canada premiere set for March 2009 on
a mixed bill with fellow Canadians
Peter Quanz and Sabrina Matthews. To
date, all she had in hand for the still
untitled work was the framework: the
contributions of composer and longtime
collaborator Owen Belton, costume
designer Linda Chow and set designer
Jay Gower Taylor. The movement was
still at the idea stage, and rehearsals
hadn’t yet begun in Toronto. Pite knew
only that the piece, which became Emergence, would involve a large ensemble
(she ended up with thirty-eight dancers) and that the women would be on
pointe (her second pointe ballet; the
first was Quest). “In a way I’m becoming
a facilitator of my own design,” Pite
said thoughtfully. “I’ve set up this
whole framework and now I have to fill
it with choreography.”
Through talking to her collaborators
and working alone in the studio, ideas
for the work were “deepening”. These
involve looking at hierarchical societies
like bees, who work from the top down,
and ants, who work from the bottom
up. “I was curious about these two different directions of command,” says
Pite, “and also about the idea of emergence, which is best demonstrated with
flocking or hurricanes, where you have
all these chaotic storm patterns that
suddenly coalesce … so there’s order
and disorder. Jumping between order
and disorder is so much for me what
it’s like to be a creator.”
When Karen Kain became the
National Ballet’s artistic director in 2005,
Pite was one of the first people she contacted. Kain had seen Pite perform with
Ballet BC, and says, “I thought Crystal
was an extraordinary dancer. And then
I saw [The Stolen Show], which she made
for Les Ballets Jazz de Montréal, and
loved it. I remember a chorus of dancing
chickens – Crystal has such a sense of
humour. She’s imaginative and versatile, and does very serious things, too;
she has a lot of depth.”

Crystal Pite

By the time this article is published,
the National Ballet premiere will be
past, followed closely by a new Kidd
Pivot work at Ottawa’s National Arts
Centre at the end of April, in which Pite
dances. Upcoming in June is a remount
by Nederlands Dans Theater of Pite’s
The Second Person (2007) at Toronto’s
Luminato Festival. “Lots of people are
recognizing her talent and giving her
opportunities,” says Kain. “When you
see talent like Crystal’s, you have to do
the best you can to support it.” That
support came first at home in Canada
and then continued internationally,
allowing Pite to build a substantial
oeuvre featuring her intensely urban and
kinetically turbulent choreography in a
seemingly inevitable arc of creativity and
opportunity. And she’s still under forty.
The smart and well-informed Englishman, Alastair Macaulay, chief critic at
the New York Times, saw Cedar Lake
Contemporary Ballet dance Pite’s Ten
Duets on a Theme of Rescue in January
2008. He ended his review with an
understated: “I am curious to see more
of Ms. Pite’s work.” The same curiosity
is clearly shared by many others around
the globe.

Kaija Pepper is a writer and editor whose work
appears in a number of North American publications, including The Globe and Mail, Queen’s
Quarterly and Dance Magazine. Her third Vancouver dance history book, The Man Next Door
Dances: The Art of Peter Bingham, was published
by Dance Collection Danse Press/Presse and
was a finalist for the 2008 City of Vancouver
Book Award.
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Lola MacLaughlin: 1952 - 2009

Beautiful Works of Serious Play
BY KAIJA PEPPER
Lola MacLaughlin, whose choreography delighted audiences across
the country for its wit, humanity and
kinetic excitement, died at her East
Vancouver home of ovarian cancer
on March 6, 2009. That same night,
MacLaughlin’s final full-length production, Provincial Essays (2007), was
remounted in Toronto at Harbourfront
Centre. Susan Elliott, overseeing the
remount, said they only found out
about her passing a few hours before
the performance. “The dancers delivered a beautiful show,” she said. “It
was like they could be with Lola once
more in the wonderful universe she
created in this work.”
Lola Elizabeth Harris MacLaughlin
was born in the South Okanagan, in
Oliver, BC, on March 1, 1952, to Clarke
and Lola Harris MacLaughlin. The
family lived in nearby Osoyoos, which
didn’t have a hospital. Their large
house overlooked Osoyoos Lake, and
was just two miles from the US border,
where Clarke worked as an immigration officer.
MacLaughlin, the youngest of four,
once said the highlight of her childhood
was her tap and ballet classes with
Buddy Taft. She trained between 1958
and 1964 with the Oliver-based teacher
who taught in the area beginning in the
1920s.
From 1970, MacLaughlin was based
in Vancouver where she moved to
study psychology and biology at the
University of British Columbia. She
spent 1974 studying languages in Berlin
at the Freie Universität, and sang with a
German rock band.
The time abroad freed MacLaughlin’s creativity and, upon her return, she
began to attend modern dance classes
at the Paula Ross studio on West Broadway. She loved Ross’s choreography,
which she described in an essay for This
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Passion: for the love of dance (1998) compiled and edited by Carol Anderson,
as “brimming with ideas and images”
while also being “quite abstract”.
In 1977, MacLaughlin entered Simon
Fraser University’s newly established
dance program, where she studied with
program founder Iris Garland and also
with Santa Aloi, who taught Cunningham-based technique, composition and
improvisation. MacLaughlin devoured
everything, and thrived in the interdisciplinary environment of the Centre
for the Arts where the program was
situated. Her graduating project, Brain
Drain, was a punk-influenced multimedia show performed in a downtown warehouse. When MacLaughlin
received her BA in 1981, she was the
program’s first graduate.
The next year, MacLaughlin was one
of seven co-founders of EDAM (Experimental Dance and Music), a collective
of emerging independent artists. Fellow
EDAMites Peter Bingham (today the
sole director), Barbara Bourget and Jay
Hirabayashi (now of Kokoro Dance),
Jennifer Mascall (Mascall Dance), Peter
Ryan and Ahmed Hassan shared a spirit
of adventure and daring, and between
them had backgrounds in modern dance,
ballet, music, athletics and, notably,
contact improvisation, which proved to
be the defining ingredient in the company’s profile. It was not a form that the
petite and reserved MacLaughlin took
to, finding the intensity of contact
improvisation’s partnering intrusive.
The exception was when she danced
with Bingham, whose “gentle and caring” partnering she always enjoyed.
During her association with EDAM,
MacLaughlin performed in her own
works and those of her colleagues, and
took some time off to dance in Toronto
with Desrosiers Dance Theatre. She
made a number of memorable solos,

Lola MacLaughlin
Photo: Alex Waterhouse-Hayward

starting with Vortex (1984), which
choreographer Joe Laughlin admired:
“Lola was like a piece of art deco come
to life – so angular, but with this depth
of characterization.” There was also her
startling Gothic solo, Gargoyle (1987),
and the quirky Theme for Nino, with
its deadpan, Buster Keaton wit. Theme
for Nino premiered in 1989 at Vancouver’s Dancing on the Edge festival, and
marks the debut of her company, Lola
MacLaughlin Dance (later Lola Dance).
It was at this time that Lola MacLaughlin came into her maturity as a
choreographer. Her understanding of
expressionism and minimalism, the
influences she often cited, became ever
more refined over the two decades
that followed. The first, expressionism,
had drawn her to spend four months
in Wuppertal, Germany in 1987 at a
festival celebrating Pina Bausch. The
high priestess of tanztheater taught

Andrea Keevil, Caroline Farquhar, Ziyian Kwan and Susan Kania in Lola MacLaughlin’s Provincial
Essays, 2007
Photo: David Cooper

her the importance of place – including
both people and environment – which
figured so transcendently in MacLaughlin’s final works.
Admiration for the minimalist aesthetic of Quebec choreographer Daniel
Léveillé pushed MacLaughlin to pursue
increasing clarity and purity in her own
work. Yet, as Brian Webb, artistic producer of the Canada Dance Festival, said
of her vision, it was “clean but never
severe, and infused with gentle humour.”
Another more private influence
was the Russian Orthodox Church, to
which MacLaughlin converted (she
grew up Anglican) in her thirties. She
attended the tiny Holy Trinity Church
in East Vancouver, where she was a
member of the choir. Tony Giacinti,
her husband (they were married there
in a traditional orthodox ceremony),
said MacLaughlin was attracted to the
Russian church’s connection to its community through art, particularly icons.
MacLaughlin’s The Protecting Veil
(1995) was named after the music to
which it was set, an ethereal score by
John Tavener, a British composer who
was also a convert to Russian Orthodoxy.
The phrase refers to the Orthodox Feast
of the Protecting Veil of the Mother of
God, though MacLaughlin’s work was

a more abstract, shimmering meditation
for five ballet dancers (Ainslie Cyopik,
Fiona Macdonald, Gail Skrela, Wen Wei
Wang and Walter Wittich).
The Protecting Veil was a departure
for MacLaughlin in her use of pointe
shoes. She usually
worked with highly
technical modern
dancers, individualists
who could carry her
movement with style.
Elliott was one of her
most outstanding interpreters, first appearing
in the delightful Essie,
Ena and Maude (1995),
a lighthearted trio,
with teacups and kilts,
about MacLaughlin’s
unmarried Irish aunts.
Elliott also performed in three later
works that were perhaps MacLaughlin’s
most rigorous, beautiful and fully realized.
These were Four Solos/
Four Cities (1998),
which also marked the
beginning of her collaboration with set

designer Andreas Kahre; fuse (2001),
which featured a large pile of boulders
with which Cornelius Fischer-Credo
built a fence throughout the piece; and
Volio (2002), a sensual meditation on
man, machine and memory.
It was, says Elliott, a continual
inspiration to be in the studio with
MacLaughlin: “Lola was so serious
about the process but at the same time
she had such a sense of play. She had a
great love of technique but it was
always about the expression that
emerges from that.”
MacLaughlin’s final piece, Princess,
was, fittingly, a solo for Elliott, inspired
by Las Meninas, a painting by Diego
Velazquez. This polished and incandescent work was intended to be the
first part of a trilogy entitled Princess,
Infanta, Queen.
Provincial Essays will be remounted
in October 2009 at the Vancouver East
Cultural Centre. A legacy fund to support emerging choreographers is being
arranged in honour of Lola MacLaughlin, a gifted artist who pursued dance
with the deepest respect and utmost
professionalism.

Lola MacLaughlin in her work Vortex, 1984
Photo: Chris Randle
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